Behavioral characteristics closely associated with specific physiological profiles present an important area of research in understanding health disparities. In particular, glucocorticoid overproduction may be an important factor moderating disease progression; natural variance in production of this steroid has been proposed as one mechanism underlying individual differences in health and disease. In the current paper, we examined immune parameters in female rats of two different behavioral types previously shown to have differential glucocorticoid production and life spans. We categorized young female rats according to their behavioral response to novelty (highor low-locomotion), and compared their glucocorticoid production, adrenal size, thymus size, tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) production, tumor development and life span. As expected, high-locomotion females produced more glucocorticoids and had larger adrenal glands during young adulthood than did low-locomotion females. High-locomotion females had significantly smaller thymuses and reduced TNF-a levels compared to low-locomotion, suggesting altered immune function in young adulthood. Finally, high-locomotion females had shorter life spans than did low-locomotion females, and this was particularly true in females that developed pituitary tumors, but not in those that developed mammary tumors. These results, along with other published findings, suggest that high-locomotion rodent females experience life-long elevations in glucocorticoid responses to novelty, and that these elevated levels may be comparable to chronic stress. This naturally occurring endocrine profile may influence immune responses which in turn could affect disease susceptibility. Variance in immune function across personality types may be partially moderated by natural variance in glucocorticoid production. Published by Elsevier Inc.
Introduction
It has been proposed that female personality or temperament may play a role in cancer resilience in women (Lutgendorf, 2003; Segerstrom, 2003) . However, data to support this proposition are inconclusive (Garssen, 2004; Jadoulle et al., 2004; Nakaya et al., 2005) ; this discrepancy may reflect the fact that most studies do not measure temperament or personality until after tumor formation and/or because specific underlying biological mechanisms associated with cancer-prone personalities have not been clearly identified. One potential mechanism, physiological stress (i.e., neuroendocrine processes), clearly influences cancer cell functioning (Lutgendorf et al., 2003; Sood et al., 2006 ). In the current article, we used an animal model of spontaneous tumor development in which female temperament (locomotion in a novel situation) has been associated with natural variance in glucocorticoid production, tumor development and life span (Cavigelli et al., 2006) . With this model, we were able to test whether a female behavioral trait associated with glucocorticoid overproduction is related to indicators of immune function. We measured thymus size and circulating tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) in young adults, and monitored onset of palpable mammary tumors, identified tumor location at death, and monitored life span. The overall goal was to determine if naturally occurring variance in female temperament was
